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Abstract
Being homeless for over twenty years, placed on SSA/SSI in July
of 1989, pipeline of criminal pathology, brutality and of
grievous Human, Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes: Violent
attacks, exclusions and surveillance followed by unprovoked
attacks are reference here:
Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-4.pdf
Report Seven
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-5.pdf
Report Eight
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/nin-11.pdf
Report Nine
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/ten-1.pdf

The proximal predatory criminal surveillance and infrastructure
to indoctrinate does not, did not and will not happen otherwise,
and Saturday 10/16/2021, washing my four shirts and three pants
in a bucket, an adjacent to the garbage bin I have slept at for
over twenty years, add years before that, I observe over the
fence a vehicle doing donuts in that parking lot, post the
positioning of food items that same morning, chips relative to
this pathology, and later there was a deliberate intrusion, an
offensiveness against items on the property, so as I lie there,
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barricaded in my area, the vehicle returns later that night and
steals one of those shirts.
This is a repeated offensiveness on many levels and varieties, as
the relative to pathology is of personas, petite Thai Women to
reference the Real Estate Industry and of its social,
pathological stimuli post an offense to disposition into immoral
turpitude and to compromise integrity of my scope, after all
those offenses, defecation in my area, stealing of my food and
clothing, violent attacks, exclusions and impediment to get
resources and be resourceful, I am able to launch a Gamifiable
LLC from the streets and massively succeed and from this root
cause of grievous Human/Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes.
So, as I enter Blue Bottle Coffee in Old Town Pasadena Cali on
Sunday 10/17/2021, I am confronted with a conflagration of an
employee who is not audible and of this relentless stimuli to
trigger an event, and I have resisted going there because I have
noticed its pathological absence, being a person who has endured
and endures the darkest of nights awaiting daybreak, the images
of the people that demonstrate an advantage is the warp of human
integrity! Informed of the wait as to their procedure, the place
quickly fills, and I have to literally use decades of Shaolin
root to navigate to my coffee at the counter;for which, I get
rhetorical from an employee adding my condiments “knock yourself
out,” and as I leave, the petite Asian gal impedes my ability to
exit the store, as the door is difficult to open, reference this
proximal positioning and predator, I am paced by another in
Glendale Cali this morning, an out of consensus that is reference
to child porn, prostitution, drugs, fraud and theft.

The 260 from Alhambra to Pasadena Sunday, exiting such bus after
the doors slam in my face, the driver says “bona petite” to me to
trigger an offensive, and briefly, sitting their in the Alhambra
Cali Library that day earlier, this proximal predator was not
there, and I was worlds apart from the grievous, constant
stalking and stimuli to indoctrinate and deviate into a
catastrophic event and or bake drugs, alcohol abuse and or
criminal activity, cause sickness and or emotional instability.
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Glendale Central Library
Leaving last night, 10/19/2021, post the last few days of cool
weather and with the air conditioning used as a weapon to cause
sickness, of patterns and stimuli to cause, the accost relative
to staff and security and of the loop over twenty years ago to
the Department of Justice, just sending that email then from
Glendale Central Library 222 E Harvard St, Glendale, CA 91205,
grievous at interim, I find two Glendale PD at my backside, as of
last night, leaving this library, there were criminal pathology
and patterns positioned and of a wait consensus followed by
accost and of this same library that lodged an illegal disturbing
the peace complaint well over twenty years ago, sabotaging my
Social Security Plan For Achieving Self Support on a Passed
Department of Real Estate License test, one I have passed four
times!
Navigational hostile of metrics, criminal and grievous of term
with Human/Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes and with over
a 1000 contacts with Law Enforcement, parameter the assaults of
the fatigue stimuli to trigger a catastrophic event, the dog
walkers in loop with the Rover.com was deliberate, combative and
of an out of consensus reference to second-had smoke residual,
the environmental bake as with Library to bake in illness,
emotional consternation and or indoctrinate drugs/alcohol with
multiple incidents of contraband, Meth/Fentanyl literally placed
of route to cause reactionary to consume, from the contraction of
Hep C, genotype 1A and 1B, an orchestrated environment at the
Huntington Downs in Arcadia Cali and with the infected person
Susan Richardson, of the unprotected sex while she was
menstruating, of being hit by an automobile as same interval as a
pedestrian and of that reactionary, I was targeted multiple times
with this accost, the dog walker loop to utilize a vehicle and
hit me as a pedestrian. Avoiding these accost is the reason I was
given this ticket and of the third time:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file-1.jpeg
Food items today 10/20/2021 were left in scope, a positioning of
navigational, criminal pattern and pathology and of the lifethreatening contraband repeatedly tossed in and of my frequency,
I am in Glendale Central Library, of over twenty years of
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homelessness, brutal of attacks and of these darkest hours that
is the steal of my resolve that is my anvil of endurance, being
fully vaccinated, with flu shot and getting a boost of Pfizer on
November 5, 2021 and divesting all that food-stuff relative to
this criminal infamy, with full mask on, I sustain my energy and
focus by stuffing a six inch, brown tortilla in my mouth, and
after this, I am confronted with a combative, pathological
reference of metrics that are not happening otherwise for over
the last twenty years:

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/246351540_25387
5433363830_1898616209264266546_n.jpg
This is not out of scope of the woman that torpedoed my
Uber/Getaround vehicle on May 14, 2019:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
This criminal infrastructure that aligns with Rover.com metrics
and of some predatory, criminal pathology to suggest that I must
be warned of this or that and or of a threat by patterns, gesture
and associated indoctrination rapport that I must not communicate
and must remain silent, I am not of the same consensus; many
people much smarter than me, my IQ above average, but these
metrics are not!
“Blight Neighbor”
Reference the Glendale Library is in scope of the impediment of a
non-issue of a DRE Lic, a pipeline to conspire, orchestrate and
indoctrinate crime, last night 10/20/2021 post the incident in
environment, there was subtle unwanted touching on Metro 180, bus
Operator a slight with the climate at where I must position
myself; accosted afterward, a direct offensive by a petite
female, the one that was an interval on the Rover.com gig with
Mavin Acuna and of what was a person at the time that I observed
of a ravish effect from meth amphetamine.
Pinged then also by a Chris David of Pasadena Cali to house-sit
and dog walk and a member of the Motion Picture Academy, there
was an attempt to enter that environment after, and a priori to
the torpedo of my Uber/Getaround vehicle on May 14, 2019,
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eventual of a costing both gigs, so as I proceed this morning,
6AM I am alerted by the slamming of doors and patterns of the
maid next door:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/one-1.jpg
I procced on my day; accosted with an approach, an observation of
the DRE pathology and an out of consensus that has referenced
child porn, drugs, prostitution, fraud and property theft, upon
further analysis of the ill-bred dog, posture and profile of the
persons, this is the pipeline into Arcadia Cali, Santa Anita Park
Race Track and scope of my familial background and of my father’s
infamy that breeds this harbor, color coded in all, for the last
Thoroughbred I conditioned was a mare called “To Be Positive”
with my stable colors all royal blue:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/two-1.jpg
He gestures to his mouth like that security guard yesterday and
of the person alongside, when she handed, or tried to hand me her
card, her hand shook as if under the influence of meth:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/246351540_25387
5433363830_1898616209264266546_n.jpg
Because my college edu was disrupted by this metric pipeline
narrative, I involved myself in probability, permutation,
combination and game theory through bio-occupation of the I
Ching; tattooing a cross-dominancy as a diametric, playing a
guitar without an amp and gathering eleven dimensional string
theory, and a reversing second law, they are both artefacts at
the Library of Congress:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/auteur.pdf
At the time when I left Hollywood park in Inglewood Cali to go to
college at twenty-seven years of age, I was given a room at the
Pasadena YMCA by the then director, a huge football fan dude chap
that mentioned, he says “we noticed that removing you that things
really deteriorate,”then reminding me to keep my “road rage” in
check. The first script, screenplay that I had written was called
“Blight Neighbor,” and it was about a racist attacking this Asian
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family next door, years later, with my father’s home city Tukwila
Washington, I have seen this time and time again, reference such
city now the highest crime rate in the country!
Continuing my journey this morning, being an only son of such
father with a single family home in Tukwila Washington in scope
with his wife in her mid eighties at 4716 S 144th St, Tukwila, WA
98168, I am confronted again, pathological metrics and of what is
of what appears to me anyway, of someone who works at a starting
gate, as my father was a Thoroughbred Race Horse starter,
illegally starting them for decades incidentally. Dead since 2007
with a culture of lies and gaslighting rampant, I also observe
that the woman next to him is in that self-induced state as to
how a “Realtor” would look:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/three-1.jpg
First, if that transfers to me, and it must be “safe,” I will
live there myself, and second, now aligning with 3D Software
Blender, I noticed his hand? Certainly I can model that vertex,
mirror a modifier and get an image of that child’s face? Then I
cold enter it in a child porn database and provide a solution,
for this dog walking and kids thing, just no gray areas there;
dimensional array traversal a pipeline to artefacts of the
Library of Congress and Copyrights.
Summary
Maslow's hierarchy is violated from every conceivable angel with
brutal Human/Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crime the scope to
damage me into a perpetual malfunction aligned with priori
Gaslighting and positioning of out of consensus metrics, and last
night, 10/21/2021, I am confronted with these maids, deliberate
to threaten where I may sleep at a garbage bin for over twenty
years and hostile to trigger an emotional upheaval, for during
the Pandemic the combativeness has been relentless, extreme of
viciousness and deliberate to trigger schizophrenia seamless with
the misinformation and Gaslights:
shorturl.at/dqxWY
Adjacent predator to trigger an event uses NLP to validate the
Gaslighting and misinformation during latent pipelines, and this
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among others was on the Metro 180 from Pasadena to Glendale this
morning 10/22/2021:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/unnamed-1.jpg
The hornet’s nest of these patterns are in reference to classify,
isolate and define, for after my exit of the Metro 180, the
accost and scope here defines legacy and its occupational
Aggravating Factors of career criminals:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/unnamed.jpg
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